The future of
density determination
FULLY AUTOMATED, PRECISE & FAST

Dimensionics Density L is the
elite version of the model series,
and offers the full scope for
determining the density of your
products.

The company DIMENSIONICS has stood for innovative concepts and
reliable system design for several years. Our customers trust our
solutions-based expertise and our pioneering spirit, which results in
high-quality automation solutions time and again. For us, efficient
systems with excellent product quality are a matter of course.
To ensure this high standard, we maintain regular contact with our
partners and suppliers to establish new concepts on the market
and to further optimise our existing products. We would like to
introduce you to one of these products, DIMENSIONICS DENSITY,
in further detail below.
Should you have any questions or queries regarding our product
or an adaptation, please feel free to contact me personally
at +49 176 72887395 or by email at
philipp.pruesse@dichtewaage.de.

Philipp Prüße
Sales Manager

The future of density determination
The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY is a metrological system which has been
developed for the rapid and highly accurate density determination
of components of all kinds.
The density determination occurs with an
accuracy of up to 0.001 g/cm³. This is achieved
by combining the time-proven Archimedean
principle with the latest automation technology
and laboratory-standard precision scales.
The measuring process takes place fully
automatically after the samples have been
inserted into the universal component
carriers. A monitoring takes place through the
integrated measurement and control systems,
and numerous environmental factors are also
taken into account. This allows accuracies to be
achieved in the determination of the density
which cannot generally be realised in an industrial
production environment.

Properties
Fully automatic density determination in a production environment
Measurement of free forms and complex components
Density determination with an accuracy of up to 0.001 g/cm³
High cycle speed
Control system for monitoring the environmental parameters
Fully automated data processing
Scalable and expandable system
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Fully automated,
precise & fast

Discover the numerous features
of DIMENSIONICS DENSITY

1

METROLOGY

Integration of high-precision sensor
technology for optimum results

2

INSULATION

The fully-insulated measuring cell keeps
external influences away from the measurement

3

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

Comprehensive analysis of all measurement-related
environmental factors

4

SURFACTANT CIRCUIT

Independent of the liquid: fully automated changing
and refilling of the basin

Perfect control, fast work, high-precision results.
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HIGHLY ACCURATE POSITIONING

5

Repeatability through
high-precision portal technology

FULL CONTROL
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Convenient control of the complete system
with the swivelling panel

STRAIGHTFORWARD REGISTRATION
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Whether you register manually or with a card,
your user account is ready

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT CARRIER
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Whether single or multiple measurements,
ideal for all of your components

To see additional features, visit: www.dichtewaage.de
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For every area of application:
the right solution

Highest quality for optimum results
The density is determined directly during production, process-proximate,
and therefore on a time-saving & cost-saving basis for your company.
The completion of measurements under
near-production conditions places particular demands on the system. The fully-insulated measuring cabin shields the system from external influences, such as impurities, mechanical vibrations
and large fluctuations in temperature. During the
process, environmental factors are recorded by
the installed sensor technology and their impact
is corrected automatically with the evaluation algorithm. This allows for the automated adaptation
of the system to the parameter fluctuations and
ensures the precise determination of the density,
regardless of fluctuations in the temperature and
air pressure.

of the results due to the elimination of the human
influence factor.
The surfactant solution developed by the company
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY especially for this application enables the measurement of components
in the liquid medium without bubble adhesion.
Constant and accurate measurement results can
therefore be achieved for complex geometries.

The perfect interaction of the sensors and
actuators means your measurements are precise
and reproducible at all times. The testing,
which is independent of the worker, allows for
a more resource-efficient production due to
a reduced staff workload. At the same time,
there is an increase in the quality of the traceability

The benefits for you
Testing components on the shop floor
Better parameterisation for subsequent processes
Greater transparency and more security for your process
Increase the quality of your products and your processes
Conserve resources by saving time, personnel and machine downtime
Maximum flexibility through individual adaptability to your requirements and
existing processes
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Perfect process control
The interplay between selected components and the specially-developed
software guarantees the best results for your process with each
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY model.
At the heart of DIMENSIONICS DENSITY is the
in-house algorithm, which delivers optimum
results through the complex processing of all the
influencing parameters captured by the sensors.
All of the process-relevant sub-steps, such as
the changing of the medium or the taring of
the scales, are carried out automatically in the
background or can be initiated manually by
the user. The complete control of the system
takes place via an HMI touch panel, which is
designed to make it easier for the user to use the
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY.

All of the measurement data can be tracked
in an integrated measurement history.
This enables the operator to respond more
quickly to trends and unwelcome developments
in their production process, and thereby
increases process reliability.
Customers frequently enquire about the
possibility of measuring different component
variants simultaneously, and how we can allocate
this. “With different component variants,
the recognition can either be fully automatic
(via industrial camera) or by assignment
via QR or barcodes, for example, from dockets
or orders.”

The system offers the operator full control
over the process through an intuitive user
interface, and enables the processing and
backup of all data for the purposes of its quality
management. In this respect, data can be
exchanged with superordinate ERP systems so
as to optimally integrate the system into your
production line.

Full process monitoring & user-friendly control
Monitoring of environmental parameters & correction functions
Data acquisition, processing and complete evaluation
Feature history integrated for retrospective insights
Individual formula configuration
Administrator area
Worker recognition with rights management
Communication with higher-level ERP systems
Individual packages bookable
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Maintain full
control over the process
with the software

Various applications possible
Density determination
in medical technology

Density determination
in ceramics production

Density plays an important role in the field of
medical implants, as it provides information on
the quality of the end product, or is required
for the parameterisation of subsequent
processes. During the production of implants,
highly accurate measurement results are
imperative for the fulfilment of this high standard
of quality. In this context, the traceability of the
measurement results is particularly important.
Practical comparisons with standard methods,
such as the manual density determination by
a laboratory technician, also show a reduction in
the cycle time per measurement of up to 80%.
Combined with the automated measurement of
up to 15 components in one measuring cycle,
this enables a 100% control for the examination
of medical implants.

The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY is able to examine
ceramic preforms of different kinds as regards
their density. Complex geometries with small
openings and undercuts can also be measured
without bubble adhesion thanks to the use of
a special surfactant solution.
The open porosity of preforms means that
they can become saturated in the water basin.
Thanks to the automated process, this procedure
can be recorded and then corrected in the
algorithm. Thanks to a specially-developed
impregnation solution, it is also possible
to determine the density of preforms with
the use of water-soluble binding agents.
This process has been optimised for the use of
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY. We will be pleased
to offer you the individually-customised
impregnation and density determination
as a fully-automated package.
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The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY is designed for individual, customised
adaptation requirements. Whether it is individual measurement or
testing as a 100 percent check, the DIMENSIONICS DENSITY offers the right
solution for everyone. The scalability of the system and its adaptability
to specific customer requirements enables maximum flexibility for use
in different sectors.

Density determination
in additive manufacturing

Density determination
in powder metallurgy

In additive manufacturing, micrograph analyses
are the current benchmark when assessing the
porosity of the components or the density cubes
to be printed along with them. This process is very
time-consuming and ties up staff resources for
a long period of time. In addition, a conventional
traceability to calibration standards is not
possible, as a grey value binarisation takes place
according to the parameter set. Also, a single
micrograph only ever shows a “snapshot”
through the component and not, therefore, a true
complete evaluation of the entire component.
Through the automated measuring operation of
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY, this is avoided.

Powder-metallurgically produced components
have an important position in industry.
Their advantages lie in their high dimensional
accuracy and their wide-ranging density
spectrum, which varies strongly, from highly
porous to highly dense. In this respect,
the density of the workpieces plays a decisive
role. For example, the bulk density of the powder
influences the strength, porosity and other
parameters of the compacted part. The goal is
to exclude voids or similar defects that affect the
porosity and stability of the components.
An important factor is the possibility to quickly
examine the density of several segments of
a component one after the other. To automate
this time-consuming and dangerous process,
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY offers the possibility
to expand the existing system with a (partially)
automated segmentation station on request.

Initial studies show a good correlation between
micrograph analyses and the determination of
porosity on the basis of density. The determination
of the porosity via the volume density using
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY therefore constitutes
a calibrated and traceable solution.
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Discover our DIMENSIONICS DENSITY
model range
XS S M L
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Our DIMENSIONICS DENSITY model range
includes a wide variety of versions for every
application, appropriately designed and
configured. Depending on the wide range of
our customers’ processes, our engineers have
developed a wide variety of models that have
been specifically adapted to the requirement
profiles in terms of their size, function and
accuracy. In this respect, the size and complexity
of the components, the required accuracy and
their number of units play a decisive role.

Each model variant guarantees the high standard
of workmanship and selection of components
for which the company Dimensionics has stood
for years.

In this respect, all systems use the Archimedean
principle and, thanks to the complete automation
of the process, offer the highest precision
and an unrivalled degree of repeatability.
Convince yourself of the quality of our systems.

From the measurement of individual samples
to a complete 100% control, DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY GmbH offers a full range of solutions
in the area of density determination.
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DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY XS
Components per measurement
15
Cycle
max. 2 min.
Measurement accuracy
± 0.005 g/cm³
Measurements density < 1 g/cm³
no
Measurement of complex
no
components
Number of integrated scales
1
Creation of own
Possible as
measurement formulas
an extension

DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY S
Components per measurement
4
Cycle
max. 2 min.
Measurement accuracy
± 0.005 g/cm³
Measurements density < 1 g/cm³
no
Measurement of complex
yes
components
Number of integrated scales
1
Creation of own
Possible as
measurement formulas
an extension

DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY M
Components per measurement
8
Cycle
max. 2 min.
Measurement accuracy
± 0.003 g/cm³
Measurements density < 1 g/cm³
yes
Measurement of complex
yes
components
Number of integrated scales
2
Creation of own
yes
measurement formulas

DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY L
Components per measurement

15
(expandable)
Cycle
max. 2 min.
Measurement accuracy
± 0.001 g/cm³
Measurements density < 1 g/cm³
yes
Measurement of complex
yes
components
Number of integrated scales
2
Creation of own
yes
measurement formulas

DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY

XS

DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY

The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY XS is the smallest
model in the range, and convinces with its
compact design and high accuracy. To make the
small installation space possible, a measuring
system was developed in which both dry and
wet weighing are realised using one scale.
The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY XS is based on the
classic design of a Jolly balance.

S

The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY S is the ideal solution
for density determination with small quantities
and individual measurements. To support the
compact design, the measuring principle has
been reduced to one scale which is used for both
dry and wet weighing. For the transport of the
samples, the universal component carriers are
used, which are transported to the measuring
positions using a portal system. The component
carriers are individually configurable and
therefore offer the possibility to measure
complex components.

The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY XS is designed
for measuring the smallest components with
standard structures. After the manual loading
of the integrated measuring battery, it offers the
possibility for testing up to 15 samples on a fully
automatic basis. The system offers the complete
preparation of the measured values for the
QM system, and can be linked to superordinate
ERP systems without any problems.

The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY S offers the possibility to perform up to 4 measurements per cycle on a fully automatic basis. The fully-insulated
box shields the measuring process from external
influences, while the internally-installed measuring technology detects fluctuations in the ambient parameters. These are processed for the
density determination in the complex algorithm.
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DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY

M

DIMENSIONICS
DENSITY

The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY M is the perfect
entry-level model for the complex density
determination of solid materials. The two
integrated scales guarantee a higher degree of
accuracy and more dynamics for your process.
The extended installation space is also used
for a higher number of component carriers for
the manual placement. Up to 8 samples can be
measured per measuring cycle.

L

The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY L is the premium
system and offers you full process control
and tracking. The system can be used for the
high-precision testing of large unit quantities.
As standard, the DIMENSIONICS DENSITY L
offers space for up to 15 samples. However,
this number can be extended at the customer’s
request. A fully automated surfactant cycle
guarantees error-free operation. The low cycle
time, the high precision and the possibility for
the complete process integration make this
model a premium product.

By using the individually adaptable component
carriers, it is also possible to examine complex
geometries and free bodies on a fully automatic
basis. At the same time, the casing provides
protection against damaging influences from
the outside. The system provides a complete
logging of the measurement process and
prepares the data individually for the operator.
A manual creation of formulas for test orders is
also integrated.

The L model also offers the possibility for
complete automation with regard to preceding
processes, such as the placement of component
carriers, drying stations or segmentation systems.
We will be pleased to advise you if you have any
questions or queries.
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DIMENSIONICS DENSITY:
More than a product
With the DIMENSIONICS DENSITY density scale, we offer more than just the technology for your
process. We see ourselves as a partner in all areas of density determination and would like to
provide our customers with full support. For this purpose, we offer various services to support you
in solving tasks at your company. Our ambition is to make your process safe and guarantee you the
best experience with our products.

Feasibility studies

Research and development

Every task has its individual requirements.
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY GmbH offers feasibility
studies to give you certainty when deciding to
purchase our systems and to fully examine all
your requirements. We test your components
in the process, develop solution strategies and
concepts for the treatment of the parts and give
you a full analysis of the results. Your safety and
that of your investments is our maxim. The costs
incurred are charged pro rata when a system is
purchased.

If you have requirements that cannot be
realised with our current systems, you can plan
a development with us as your partner that fully
represents your process.
Pre-treatment
Testing different media
Adapting alternative methods

Service and maintenance contracts
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY GmbH offers optional
service and maintenance contracts to ensure
the long-term functionality of our systems.
Take advantage of our trained personnel,
who competently carry out the maintenance of
your system at set intervals. Service contracts
offer optimal protection for your system.

Validation master plan
Would you like to validate a process in-house?
We are happy to advise you and support you
in carrying out the validation. Benefit from the
expertise of our development department for
your company.

Component density
Do you have components that need to be
measured but lack the capacity for testing?
Send us your components and we will
determine the density for you.
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Expansion
The DIMENSIONICS DENSITY can be ideally adapted to your individual process
through numerous expansion options. This allows the functionality of the
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY to be expanded and facilitates integration into your
operating processes. Benefit from our company's numerous developments or
get yourself involved with your own enquiries. Our engineers look forward to
your enquiry.

Customising the system
Would you like the system to be adapted to your specific
requirements profile? We customise your basic version of
DIMENSIONICS DENSITY to suit your needs. Our team of innovative
engineers is waiting for your task.
Examples of customisation:
	Extension of the maximum component samples
to be measured
Integration of automated loading and unloading
Adaptation of the software to customer requirements
Automatic component recognition
Segmentation station
Drying station for measured components
Mixing unit for the surfactant solution
Individual component carrier
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Dimensionics Density GmbH
Neubrandenburgerstr. 40A
18196 Kessin b. Rostock
Tel.:
038208/821705
Email: info@dichtewaage.de
Web: www.dichtewaage.de

